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Regional

What the candidates promise for higher ed
With the general elections just one month away it is
time to look at what the candidates for president of the
United States and their party platforms offer in terms of
higher education. Let’s start with the Republican party.
Donald Trump has not said much on the issue and his
party platform on higher education is confined to one
paragraph. “When student loan debt exceeds the nation’s
credit card debt, we must recognize that our higher education system is on an unsustainable path. The Republican
Party supports an education system that provides families
with greater transparency and more information so they
can make prudent choices about each student’s future,”
he said. “We support exploring alternative methods to the
traditional four-year university, because too many college
graduates are being left underemployed or unemployed.”
This statement is not very different from what other
Republicans have been saying in the last few years. What
is revealing is the total lack of details, so we have no idea
how Trump and his party would solve the problem of
college student debt beyond “exploring alternative methods.”
Hillary Clinton and the Democratic party platform go
into much more detailed plans about higher education.
They promise making a “debt-free college a reality.” To
that end they assure “new investments by the federal government” in partnership with the states to make public
higher education accessible to everyone.
The platform promises to make community college
free and “strengthening Historically Black Colleges and
Universities and Minority-Serving Institutions,” while
assuring “to take quantifiable, affirmative steps in increasing the percentages of racial and ethnic minority, low-income, and first-generation students they enroll and grad-
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uate” by increasing “state and federal investment in both
students and their teachers.”
Regarding student debt, Democrats promise to allow
refinancing “loans at the lowest rates possible” based on
students’ ability to pay while cutting interest rates “for
future undergraduates because we believe that making
college more affordable is more important than the federal
government making billions of dollars in profit off those
loans.”
Democrats also promise to “restore the prior standard
in bankruptcy law to allow borrowers with student loans
to be able to discharge their debts in bankruptcy as a measure of last resort.”
The platform goes into great specificity, mentioning
both public and private “Historically Black Colleges and
Universities, Predominantly Black Institutions, HispanicServing Institutions, Asian American and Native
American Pacific Islander-Serving Institutions, Tribal
Colleges and Universities, Alaska Native and Native
Hawaiian-Serving Institutions, Native American-Serving
Nontribal Institutions, and minority-serving institutions”
as targets for reform. “Many of these schools educate
disproportionate percentages of growing populations of
Americans: students who are racial and ethnic minorities,
low-income students, and first-generation students.”
Their platform based the need for action in these areas
on the fact that within “communities of color and low-in-

come students and families, there is evidence that the
nation’s HBCUs and Minority Serving Institutions have
honed promising models for educating these students to
prepare them for high- and critical-need positions while
containing costs.”
“We will create,” the platform continues, “a robust and
historic dedicated fund to keep costs down, provide quality education, and ensure dedicated support to improve
student outcomes and completion rates.” Democrats
will restore “year-round Pell funding so that low- and
middle-income students from all backgrounds can get
the support they need to make progress toward a college
degree throughout the year.”
Democrats also promise to continue the “Public Service
Loan Forgiveness and loan discharge programs begun
by the Obama Administration.” To that end they say that
“the government should offer a moratorium on student
loan payments to all federal loan borrowers so they have
the time and get the resources they need to consolidate
their loans, enroll in income-based repayment programs,
and take advantage of opportunities to reduce monthly
payments and fees.”
They also promise to crack down on predatory for-profit schools by going “after for-profits that engage in deceptive marketing, fraud, and other illegal” practices that
take advantage of federal financial aid as “their principal
source of revenue – and then exploit students and burden
them with debt rather than educating them.” They also
promise to “strengthen the gainful employment rule to
ensure that for-profit schools enable students to complete
their degrees and prepare them for practices.”
Democrats say that they will “exercise our responsibility in oversight over the Department of Education to

carry out their obligation to close down those for-profit
schools that consistently engage in fraudulent and illegal
conduct. It is unacceptable that for-profit schools with low
graduation rates keep encouraging their students to take
out federal loans they will have trouble paying back,” and
“will also encourage widespread relief and the forgiveness of debt to those students harmed by the practices of
fraudulent institutions.”
Based on these statements found in the respective
published platforms three things are clear: one is that
the Democratic platform is much more detailed and to a
large extent explains what they will do in order to achieve
their goals. The other significant difference between
Republicans and Democrats is that the latter will increase
spending for higher education, particularly when it comes
to minorities and low- and middle-income students as
well as graduates who are still burdened by college debt.
Finally, the Democrats promise more oversight and regulation, particularly when it comes to for-profit educational
institutions, which is in line with what the Obama administration is doing at the present time.
It is also interesting to note that this platform articulate
many of the ideas that were being pushed by the Bernie
Sanders campaign.
The question is, to what extent are all these promises
viable and what do the track records of the candidates
on these issues tell us about their intent and capacity to
fulfill them? We will answer that next week.
Dr. Aldemaro Romero Jr. is a writer and college professor with leadership experience in higher education.
He can be contacted through his website at: http://www.
aromerojr.net
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Cancer care
Anderson Hospital and Mercy (St. Louis) have partnered to offer a unique model of integrated cancer care that will seamlessly provide both chemotherapy and radiation services within the Warren Billhartz Cancer Center, located in Maryville, Illinois.
Chemotherapy services began at the center September 19th. Installation of new, state-of-the-art radiation oncology equipment
is taking place now and services are scheduled to go live in early 2017. A celebration with hospital leaders, board members,
doctors and special guests took place September 27th – 9 years to the day of the original building dedication. In 2007, Marcia
Billhartz honored her husband’s legacy of giving back to the community with a $1 million donation to Anderson Hospital in support
of cancer research, patient care services, education and community outreach. Her gift established the name of the center. Ms.
Billhartz was present at last night’s festivities and once again cut the ribbon to usher in new options of care for cancer patients
in the metro east. Pictured from left are: Cheryl Matejka, Mercy CFO; Mark Shashek, Chairman, Anderson Board of Trustees;
Wendy McIntyre, Anderson Hospital Director of Cancer Care; Services; Dr. Charles Rehm, Regional Chief Administrative Officer
for Mercy St. Louis; Dr. Jaymeson Stroud, Radiation Oncologist at Anderson Mercy Cancer Care; Marcia Billhartz, Community
donor whose gift established the name of the Cancer Center; Keith Page, President and CEO of Anderson Hospital; Lisa
Klaustermeier, Anderson Hospital Chief Nursing Officer; Dr. Scott Wong, Anderson Hospital Medical Staff President; Dr. Syed
Arshad, Oncologist and Hematologist for Anderson Mercy Cancer Care; Sr. Gayle Evans, Director-Mission Services for Mercy.

Tours offered of mysterious Alton sites
For the Intelligencer
Alton’s haunted odyssey began in 1992 when
Marlene Lewis and Antoinette created the area’s
first haunted tour. After Antoinette retired in
2011, Marlene and long-time tour guide Gary
Hawkins decided to continue the haunted journey.
Tours begin at My Just Desserts, 31 East
Broadway in Alton, IL. The historic Ryder
Building dates to 1845, when it was built on top
of an existing building. The evening begins in
the second floor meeting room, where EMFs are
active and orbs are abundant.
All tours include a three-hour trolley jaunt to
some Alton’s most sinister haunts.
• First stop will be the Alton City Cemetery.

Spirits roam freely in this vast necropolis, home
to many of Alton’s finest families – some have
gone to their final resting place while others
remain near the markers that bear their name.
• Next is the Coppinger Booth House, a Civil
War mansion with an unsettling past. Once a
showplace that hosted celebrities of the era, the
residence is filled with secrecy and intrigue.
• Our last stop is the enigmatic McPike
Mansion. Sitting vacant, aside from its ghostly
inhabitants, this historic dwelling is the epitome
of a haunted house. Join in a dark room session in
the vaulted wine cellar – where many elemental
spirits reside.
Below is a list of tour dates, times and prices.
Ghost hunters are encouraged to bring cameras and ghost hunting equipment. Dinner tours

include a sumptuous meal prepared by My
Just Desserts: Autumn Salad, Chicken Tettrazini,
homemade roll and choice of Pumpkin Pecan Pie
or Toll House Brownie.
Alton is considered by many to be one of the
most haunted small towns in the USA. Tours
sell out quickly and are on a first-come basis.
To make a reservation visit our web site at
AltonHauntedTours.com or call 618-462-3861.
WAKING THE DEAD 7 – 10:30 P.M. OR 10:30
– 2 A.M. $35 OCTOBER 1 & 7
BARE BONES TOURS 7 – 10:30 P.M. $45
October 8, 14, 21 & 28
WITCHING HOUR TOURS 10:30 P.M. – 2 A.M.
$45 October 8, 14, 15, 21, 22, 28 & 29
EATING WITH THE ENTITIES 6 – 10:30 P.M.
$58 October 15, 22, 29 & 30

He designed a number of homes
in Edwardsville, including the stately
home of Charles Travous that still
stands at 824 St. Louis Street. It’s probably no coincidence that the Travous
family were among the parishioners
of St. Andrew’s Church. St. Andrew’s
would be one of Bonsack’s last commissions. He died in 1917 at the age
of 58.
St. Andrew’s decided to build its
new church on the same lot as its
then-existing house of worship. That
church, also a Gothic structure, had
been designed by local architect
Charles Spilman and completed in
1872.
Contracts for the new church were
completed by August 30, 1916, and
the following Sunday a large gathering attended a final service there
during which the old church was
unconsecrated. On Sept. 7, a headline
in the Edwardsville Democrat read
“St. Andrew’s Edifice No More.” The
razing of the 1872 church had begun
and was completed by the next issue
of the Democrat on Sept. 14 which
announced that the old church was
“level with the ground.” The congregation would hold services at Trinity
Lutheran Church until their new
building was completed in 1917.
The cornerstone for the new
church, according to the Edwardsville
Intelligencer, was “unsullied by commercial contact.” The gray Tennessee
marble stone was obtained at no
charge to the congregation for materials or labor. Louis D. Lawnin, superintendent of the N. O. Nelson Company
which included an architectural
marble division, donated the stone.
Engraving services were donated by
Edward F. Koch, an expert marble
worker at the Nelson factory, and it
was planned for the stone to be placed,
free of charge, by A. J. Hoffman and
Tony Hlad.
At the top of the stone was engraved
a Greek cross, with the following simple inscription below:
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After his retirement, in 1975,
Schwend
continued
writing.
Eventually he finished a historical
novel, “Dragon Dreams.”
Rye Morrison recently published
“Counting Cards in Texas Hold ‘Em,”
a 52-page book geared toward the
more serious player.
“There are authors who come in
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Big stuff
A crowd gathers to look at
a front-loader Saturday at
the Touch-A-Truck event
at Edwardsville Township
Park. Photo by Steve
Horrell.

“That’s a problem, we need the
screen or put it in the garage. People
don’t want to be stuck looking at a
trash can all year long.”
Mayor Rob Jackstadt asked if the
administration or committee had
explored making the residents store
the waste bins in their backyards,
out of sight.
Coody said the issue of topography is the problem with this requirement.
“I was out talking to residents
and many of the yards drop straight

St. Andrew’s Church
Episcopal
A. D. 1916
Inside the cornerstone was placed
a list of members who had promised funds for the new church, a
history of the church prepared by
the rector, Rev. Willis M. Cleaveland,
and recent issues from each of
the three Edwardsville newspapers (Edwardsville Intelligencer,
Edwardsville
Democrat
and
Edwardsville Republican).
On the day of the dedication, the
choir and clergy assembled at the
rectory, a house on North Buchanan
behind the church, and, led by the
choir singing a processional hymn,
proceeded to a special platform constructed for the service at the corner
of Hillsboro and North Buchanan
Streets.
Despite less-than-perfect weather,
several hundred people attended the
ceremony which included a scholarly address by the Rev. Edmund
Duckworth of St. Louis and numerous offerings by the choir.
Bishop Favre of Montana, who
was in St. Louis to attend a church
conference, presided at the service
and, in a break from what had been
planned, laid the cornerstone himself.
The Democrat noted that “the masons
present pronounced it perfectly done
from a mechanical standpoint, showing that it was not a new experience
for Bishop Favre.”
Rev. Cleaveland, who was also rector at Collinsville, requested an offering to assist in construction of the new
church and was pleased with gifts
totaling over $100.
Reporting on the ceremony, the
Democrat said, “Not often are such
interesting religious scenes as this witnessed. Those present were well repaid
for their interest.” It should be noted
that the editor of the Edwardsville
Democrat, Ansel Brown, was a member of St. Andrew’s congregation.
St. Andrew’s new church was the
first in a building boom among religious organizations in Edwardsville
with the Presbyterians and Methodists
(St. John’s) following close behind. All
were in need of additional space to
accommodate growing congregations.
here who manage to make a living at
it, and others who are just hobbyists,”
Del Rio said. “We have people who
write poetry and people who write
non-fiction and people who write
short stories and novels. It covers the
whole gamut.”
Two Kindle Fire e-readers will be
handed out during a drawing at the
end of the event.
The Local Authors’ Book Fair is
held every two years. Del Rio hopes it
continues to be an event that authors
and the public want to return to.
off in the back,” he said. “We were
concerned, especially with our older
residents that once the cans were full
it would be hard to roll the bins to
the curb.”
When the ordinance came to vote,
Trustee Steve Slemer clarified what
they were voting on.
“Bottom line, they can put it on the
side of the house. It doesn’t have to
be screened and you’ve got 24 hours
to get it out of sight or on the side of
the house,” he said.
The ordinance passed granting
residents the right to store the bins
on the side of their homes without
screens. Trustees Williams and Micah
Summers voted to not change the
ordinance.
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That money is to be used “to enhance law enforcement’s ability to investigate and prosecute Internet-related child exploitation criminal offenses and
educate the general public, school personnel, and students about Internet
safety,” according to Durbin’s news release.

